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PSD to HTML Conversion is all about converting a PSD into your website theme. What is PSD?
What is HTML? And, what benefits does PSD to HTML conversion guarantees? â€¦are different
questions altogether. This article intends to answer all these questions highlighting the significance
of PSD to HTML and PSD to CSS conversion. 

The moment you purchase a domain and think of running a website, the first thing that comes to
your minds is the pain to design the website that can meet all your requirements. Isnâ€™t it? Whether
you hire .Net or PHP developers or you go for open source Content Management Systems including
Joomla, Drupal, WordPress or any other, you need to develop a customized design for your website
to distinguish it from other similar template available on the net. How about designing the web
pages on Photoshop and then use the same Photoshop? Sounds Interesting? Yes. It is surely an
intelligent way to customize your website theme. And this is exactly when you think of PSD to HTML
Conversion. Whatever, medium you choose, .Net, PHP or any other open source CMS, you can
make the most of PSD to HTML conversion.

How does it is work?

Design a web page on Photoshop. Slice its elements and segregate them. And define HTML coding
with the help of CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) for all these sliced parts of the Photoshop design. The
process is not as simple as it sounds. To execute this, you need to have a technical knowledge of
HTML.

The best thing about this process is that you can use these coding to integrate them with any of
your website publishing platform. By implementing simple steps, you can get customized
appearance for your website and its internal pages. Now please understand both the process - PSD
to HTML and PSD to CSS are slightly different from each others. CSS is used to define the style
sheet for web pages during PSD to HTML Conversion.

This process is UNIFORM. This can be implemented for customizing your website. There are
several benefits of this conversion as well, which further increase the significance of the entire
process. Some of these benefits are:

W3C Validation: W3C Consortium is the organization that sets standards for Word Wide Web. While
converting PSD to HTML, you can amend the coding for the web pages and ensure you go by the
rules.

Cross Browser Compatibility: Many a time, a website is not visible on all the browsers properly. It
happens due to the improper coding, which can also be improvised during the conversion process.

Semantic Coding:  Semantic coding allows you to make your website SEO-Friendly. Search Engine
Optimization is a process that increases the visibility of the website on search engines.

Thus, PSD to HTML or PSD to CSS conversion is a process that not only allows you to customize
your website but also ensure some other crucial advantages making your web experience
interesting. If you find the process difficult, you can always hire expert developers, who can do the
job for you.
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